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18.5 percent of the ASUPS voted in this election. 
of Pierce County, who revealed 
the rampancy of sexual assault 
and abuse on college campuses, 
citing that one in four women will 
be victims of sexual assault or 
abuse during their college years. 
Additionally, 84 percent of all 
victims are attacked by someone 
that they know. 
"The sad fact is, it's safer to 
walk alone at night than [it is] to 
go on a date or spend time with 
someone you know," Rovira said. 
Explaining that only 16 percent 
of all rapes in the United States 
are reported, Rovira also empha-
sized the importance of speaking 
out against sexual violence. 
To symbolically reclaim the 
night, rally attendants marched 
chanting through campus, then 
reconvened on the steps of Jones 
Hall for an emotional candlelight 
vigil and open forum. 
SIRGE is also sponsoring the 
Clothesline Project, which dis-
plays shirts decorated by sexual 
assault survivors throughout the 
Student Center. UPS students in-
terested in decorating a shirt 
should contact the Counseling, 
Health and Wellness center, 
which is also offering counseling 
and support to those students who 
wish to discuss experiences of 
sexual assault or abuse. 
Cafe couches missing 
JENNIFER TILLETT 
News Editor 
Diversions Cafe regulars may have noticed a big 
change in the coffee shop's environment this se-
mester. The indoor couches, newly purchased at the 
end of the 1999-2000 school year, are missing. 
Though many students still wonder where those 
couches have gone, the ASUPS Senate, the cafe 
managers and many University administrators know 
exactly where the couches are. 
According to Dean of Students Kris Bartanen, 
the couches were removed when the University's 
interior designer, Boyka Thayer, walked through the 
SUB this summer during a critique of the Cellar 
renovations. Thayer had been heavily involved in 
the original design of the cafe and judged that the 
new couches did not fit into that scheme. 
According to one cafe manager, Thayer's deci-
sion led to Facilities Services abruptly removing the 
couches with little warning one day over the sum-
mer. Nothing more happened until the school year 
began and cafe managers began receiving daily stu-
dent complaints and questions about the furniture. 
Now, the ASUPS Senate is debating how to ad-
dress the students' concerns, including, in recent 
Senate meetings, some semi-serious talk of peti-
tions, boycotts and sit-ins. 
ASUPS President Ryan Mello has been in action 
since early September, when he received a stack of 
the customers' complaints from cafe managers. 
Mello is "adamantly opposed" to the removal of 
the couches, in part because student opinion appears 
to favor soft furniture in the cafe and also because 
the decision to remove the couches challenges the 
sovereignty of an ASUPS committee, the Union 
Board. 
The Union Board's jurisdiction, according to 
Mello, is supposed to be all of the Wheelock Stu-
dent Center and any changes to its design or facili-
ties. Right now, the Union Board has not been al-
lowed access to the debate over the couches. 
Bartanen, however, holds that the cafe is one of 
EMILY CARES 
Staff Writer 
On Oct. 4, the UPS campus 
was witness to Take Back the 
Night, an annual rally, march and 
vigil hosted by Sexuality Issues, 
Relationship and Gender Educa-
tion (SIRGE). For the second 
year, Sigma Chi Fraternity co-
sponsored the event, which pre-
sented an opportunity for students 
and faculty members to voice 
concerns about sexual assault and 
abuse. 
The evening opened with 
speaker Angie Rovira, a counse-
lor for the Sexual Assault Center  
the University's facilities, like the history depart-
ment or the library. 
"Marilyn Mitchell couldn't just buy furniture for 
the library," she said. 
Bartanen went on to add that, like other Univer-
sity facilities, the cafe is part of a broad design plan, 
to which changes are only made through extensive 
processes. 
According to a cafe manager, the managers be-
lieved that they had gone through all the necessary 
processes because Dining and Conference Services, 
their immediate supervisor, authorized the pur-
chases. 
University administrators say, though, that the 
couches caused too many problems functionally as 
well as aesthetically, which warranted their removal. 
John Hickey, the University's Director of Busi-
ness Services, claims that the couches interfered 
with maximizing seating of customers and handling 
peak times, due to people "camping out." 
The cafe manager maintains that the cafe is rarely 
filled to capacity and that any loss of capacity was 
relieved by placing tables in the atrium just outside 
the cafe in front of the bookstore. 
However, both Hickey and Bartanen explained 
that those tables in the atrium were part of the aes-
thetic problem. Each emphasized 
that.administrators are committed to finding other 
places for soft furniture in the WSC, particularly in 
the lounge area. They hold, though, that couches in 
the cafe are not an option. 
For now, the couches will sit in the Rendezvous, 
after spending most of the summer and a brief pe-
riod at the beginning of this semester in Dining and 
Conference Services' office in the WSC basement. 
For Mello, this simply isn't adequate. 
"Students want soft furniture in the cafe," he in-
sisted. 
Mello stated that he wants the couches, or some 
other soft furniture, back in the cafe as soon as pos-
sible, rather than after extensive discussion. 
"I think the campus community has spoken," said 
Mello. 
Rally examines sexual violence 
NEWS AROiJND 
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INTERNATIONAL 
Gun battles smash Israeli-Palestinian truce 
JERUSALEM — Fierce gun battles flared be-
tween Israeli security forces and Palestinians on 
Tuesday, shattering a ceasefire and undermining 
hopes that talks in Paris and Egypt this week can 
end six days of bloodshed. 
Soldiers, backed by attack helicopters, fought 
hundreds of Palestinians near the Jewish settle-
ment of Netzarim in the Gaza Strip. Three pro-
testers were killed, witnesses and Palestinian of-
ficials said. 
The renewed violence, and the death on Tues-
day of a Palestinian wounded on Saturday, took 
the death toll to 53 in the worst clashes between 
Israeli forces and Palestinians in at least four years. 
was drifting toward Indonesia's Riau islands, 
which lie about 12 miles south of Singapore, of-
ficials said. Cleanup crews are on the scene. 
Opposition holds second day of blockades 
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — Yugoslavia's 
army chief urged striking coal miners to return 
to work Tuesday, marking the first time Presi-
dent Slobodan Milosevic called on the country's 
military to help end current protests aimed at oust-
ing him. 
After Gen. Nebojsa Pavkovic failed to resolve 
the impasse, the government struck back at op-
position-run cities and towns by introducing four-
hour power cuts allegedly triggered by the coal 
strike. Milosevic now admits opposition candi-
date Vojislav Kostunica won more votes but says 
he fell short of a majority, meaning a second 
round runoff will be held Sunday. 
Synagogue firebombing over-
shadows German unity day 
BERLIN — A synagogue in the 
western town of Duesseldorf was 
slightly damaged overnight when 
unknown assailants threw three 
firebombs at the building, German 
police said on Tuesday. The 
firebombing, along with a skinhead 
attack on a Russian immigrant 
couple in the eastern town of 
Schwerin and the defacing of a me-
morial to those who died in the 
Buchenwald concentration camp, 
overshadowed festivities to mark 
10 years of German reunification. 
Dutch police detain 43 at World 
Bank protest 
AMSTERDAM — Anti-globalization protest-
ers threw smoke bombs and tried to breach police 
barricades outside a conference attended by World 
Bank president James Wolfensohn in Amsterdam 
on Tuesday. 
Police said three people had been arrested at 
the conference location and 40 others detained af-
ter the demonstration spread to a nearby square 
where protesters stormed a Czech Airlines office. 
There were no reports of injuries. 
Trudeau mourned by Canadians 
MONTREAL — "Pierre Trudeau was like a 
towering tree providing sustenance and shade for 
all Canadians," one of his sons told an interna-
tional crowd at a state funeral Tuesday for the 
former prime minister. The funeral was held after 
a single-engine plane trailing a giant Canadian flag 
flew overhead in tribute as Trudeau's coffin was 
carried into the 2,700-seat Roman Catholic church. 
Foreign dignitaries attending the service in-
cluded Cuban President Fidel Castro, former presi-
dent Jimmy Carter, Britain's Prince Andrew and 
the Aga Khan. 
The public watched on giant screen set up out-
side the church or listened to the broadcast live on 
the radio. Trudeau, who suffered from Parkinson's 
disease and died of prostate cancer last Thursday 
at age 80, will be buried privately after the state 
funeral. 
Tanker runs aground near Singapore 
SINGAPORE — A Panama-registered tanker 
ran aground between Indonesia and Singapore at 
dawn Tuesday, spilling about two million gallons 
of crude oil into the sea, officials said. No injuries 
were reported among the 32 people aboard the 
vessel. The leakage appeared to have stopped. An 
oil patch about one mile long and half a mile wide 
NATIONAL 
Lennon's killer denied parole 
ATTICA, N.Y. — Mark David Chapman, the 
man who shot John Lennon to death 20 years ago, 
was denied parole Tuesday in his first attempt to 
gain release from prison. Chapman was inter-
viewed for 50 minutes Tuesday morning at the 
maximum-security Attica state prison by three 
parole board members. About four hours later, 
Chapman was given the board's one-page deter-
mination beginning with the words "'parole is 
denied." Chapman, 45, is serving 20 years to life 
in Attica for slaying Lennon outside the rock 
star's Manhattan apartment in 1980. 
LAPD agrees to list of reforms 
The Los Angeles Police Department is ex-
pected to publicly confess this week that corrup-
tion is so widespread that it cannot be handled 
internally. The admission will come in the form 
of a consent decree, a legally binding agreement 
with the Justice Department that calls for reforms 
in the nation's second-largest police force. The 
department has been under federal investigation 
since 1996 for allegations that officers shot, beat 
and planted evidence on innocent people. 
News Around the Globe is compiled weekly 
by Bryhn Ireson, Assistant News Editor 
Sources include The Associated Press, Reuters, 
USAToday Online and ABCNEWS Online 
Demonstraters throw stones in the IMF protests 
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SPANK entertains 
CM 
SPANK rocked Marshall Hall on Saturday, Sept. 30. 
Campus bands entertained a lively, respondent crowd. 
SEPTEMBER 26 - OCTOBER 2 
The following incidents were reported to Security Services during the last 
week. 
Sept. 30, 6:30 p.m.: Several students visiting from Whitman College in Walla 
Walla Wash. reported personal belongings stolen from a vehicle while it was 
parked in the Fieldhouse parking lot. Theft occurred between 4:00 p.m. and 
6:15 p.m. on Saturday. 
Oct. 1, 4:28 p.m.: The RA in Unit B reported some vandalism had occurred 
inside the house. Unknown individuals entered the house and sprayed shampoo 
and shaving cream all over in the 2nd floor men's bathroom. Obscenities were 
also written on a glass display case on the first floor. 
Oct. 2, 7:55 a.m.: A facilities services staff member reported a piece of art 
work taken from the first floor wall of Jones Hall. 
Oct. 2, 12:30 p.m.: A facilities services staff member reported 11 sprinkler 
heads were damaged on Union Avenue near the Thompson parking lot. 
**During the week, seven bicycles were reported stolen from various loca-
tions on campus. In all cases, the bicycles were either unlocked or secured with 
cable-style devices. Security strongly recommends the use of "U-Bolt" style 
locks. Bicycles should be locked through the frame to a secure object. Contact 
Security if you have questions on proper securing methods or need advice on 
obtaining a "U-bolt" style lock. Report any suspicious activity around bicycle 
racks immediately to Security at extension 3311. 
NEWS 
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The Thompson fountain, the day after it was set ablaze. 
The top section of the fountain was severely damaged. 
Photos by K. Chaffee-Ellis 
CREF GROWTH ACCOUNT' 
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While TIAA-CREF 
invests for the long term, 
it's nice to see performance 
like this. Check out 
other account performance 
on the Web 
'IAA-CREF has delivered iinpressive results like these 
by combining two disciplined investment strategies. 
in our (REP Growth Account, one of many CREF van-
able annuities, we combine active management with 
enhanced indexing With Two stratedi6, we have 
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- - 
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EXPENSE RATIO This approach also allows 
	
 us to adapt our investments 
to different market 
conditions, which :5 
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Thompson fountain vandalized 
BILL PARKER 
Editor-in-Chief 
KEITH CHAFFEE-ELLIS 
Managing Editor 
On Tuesday evening, Oct. 4, the fountain out-
side Thompson Hall was reportedly set ablaze by 
an unknown group of vandals. 
Aspen Marley, a student who was in a Thomp-
son Hall computer lab when the incident occurred, 
stated that she and the rest of her class heard a 
"whoosh noise outside" between 8 and 8:30 p.m. 
They looked out to see the fountain "engulfed in 
flames." Marley estimates that the flames 
reachedup to five to 10 feet above the main pillar 
of the fountain. 
Security Services reportedly arrived shortly af- 
ter the incident, and directed students to remain 
inside the building. The Tacoma Fire Department 
arrived at the scene shortly afterward. 
The fountain appears to have extensive damage, 
particularly to the top section of the main pillar. 
Charred debris could be seen within the basin. 
The Trail has attempted to contact Security Ser-
vices, the Office of the President, and the Tacoma 
Police Department in connection with the appar-
ent arson. As of press time, none of the three de-
partments had released an official statement regard-
ing the incident. 
Witnesses or other students who feel they have 
any additional information that may help aid the 
investigation of this incident are encouraged to con-
tact either Security Services at extension 3311 or 
the Tacoma Police Department at 798-4721. 
KNOW YOUR 
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Most Puget Sound 
students (6 7%) have 
4 or fewer drinks* 
when they party. 
* 1 DRINK = ONE 12 OZ. BEER, 4 TO 
5 OZ. WINE, OR 1 OZ. HARD LIQUOR. 
Based on survey data collected by Counseling, 
Health and Wellness Services (2000) from 273 
Puget Sound students in a randomly selected 
mailing. 
Global Warming Call-in 
Climate Action is holding another day of action 
to call officials who can affect global warming 
policy. 
Thursday, Oct. 5, all day, SUB. 
Healing from the Hate 
Understanding Sexuality will sponsor the vigil in 
remembrance of Matthew Shepard (who was mur-
dered two years ago) and victims of hate crimes. 
Tuesday, Oct. 10, 7:30 p.m., Kilworth Chapel. 
Coming Out Day 
Come out as who you are, whatever that may be. 
A Gay 101 to answer questions about queer issues 
will be held at night. Sponsored by Understanding 
Sexuality. 
Wednesday, Oct. 11, 7 p.m., Rotunda. 
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Improved Cellar Grand Re-opening big hit 
AARON FONG 
Staff Writer 
What once seemed "an eclectic mix 
of things," according to ASUPS Vice-
President Erin Smith, the Cellar has fi-
nally completed a significant renovation 
that will now make it a much more pleas-
ant place to enjoy on a Friday night, or 
any day of the week for that matter. 
The past few months have seen the 
Cellar go from a theme-less room with 
food to a newly remodeled and rede-
signed common hangout. The most vis-
ible changes include uniform carpeting, 
new tiling in the hallways adjacent to the 
Cellar, re-painted walls and windows 
frames, five cases of Logger memorabilia 
and over 60 pictures on the walls. 
"It's a lot easier to come to the cellar 
and get food now," commented ASUPS 
President Ryan Mello. 
In addition to the change in look, the 
most significant change is the menu. 
Among the changes are new dough for 
the pizzas and the addition of hot wings, 
sodas and various flavors of ice cream. 
Whereas last year's students had to pay 
in cash, this year's student body can now 
use the point system used in the cafete-
ria. 
"Now Mom and Dad can pay for you 
to have a good time," Mello said. But 
don't expect the changes in the dining 
options to halt. 
"Everything in Rendezvous is still the 
same, but it's going to go through reno-
vation soon... Rendezvous, the student 
lounge, [the area] behind the information 
center... those should be updated within 
the next couple of years," said Mello. 
Senior Robin Shakal, who is the gen- 
eral manager of the Cellar and has been 
working here his entire time at UPS, likes 
the changes. 
"I think the atmosphere is a lot more 
user-friendly," he said. "In the past, it's 
been kind of a dark hole. We serve the 
same food, basically, but now there's an 
extra reason for people to come down and 
hang out." 
Many of the students enjoy the re-
opening pizza fest agreed that the Cellar 
looked quite impressive. 
"[It looks] very nice and high class," 
said freshman Christine Drahn. 
"I think the pictures are nice," added 
freshman Jason Holden. 
"[This place is] very school spirity, but 
they should give us free ice cream with 
the pizza. That would seal the deal," said 
freshman Nora Bower. 
The displays in the Cellar feature 
newspaper articles dating back several 
decades, pictures of the school and 
former students from years past and a 
number of authentic athletic items, in-
cluding old jerseys as well as signs used 
at athletic events many years ago. 
"The decorations are a lot better. And 
I love it that you have the oars up, since 
I'm on the rowing team," said sophomore 
Christine Manganaro. "It could look very 
tacky, but it's not. It's very tasteful." 
"They need Ben and Jerry's ice cream 
again," said sophomore Lacey Chong. 
"This year, we're trying to make a big 
push to make the Cellar the place that 
everyone hangs out on campus," said 
senior Robert Beiser, the Cellar's "man-
ager of promotions and marketing." 
"I think [the change] is a dramatic im-
provement... It just looks like a real res-
taurant." 
Starving students help themselves to all-you-can-eat pizza at 
the Cellar Grand Re-opening last Friday. 
ASUPS starts Integrity Code review 
MARY PHILLIPS 
Staff Writer 
On Sept. 21, the- Student Senate ap-
proved the review of the UPS Integrity 
Code. ASUPS formed the Student Integ-
rity Code Review Task Force to review 
the entire Code. 
The purpose of the review is not to 
redefine integrity as a value, but to clarify 
vagueness within the code and bring the 
code up to date. 
Although many people assume that 
criticism of the Integrity Code last year 
motivated its review, that is not entirely 
the case. Criticism served as support to 
prior suggestions for review and brought 
to attention vagueness within the code. 
Last year, students opposed the applica-
tion of the Code off-campus. 
The criticism did not go unnoticed. It 
sparked further questions about the In-
tegrity Code. 
Attack of the Code brought out the 
question of when it needed revision, as  
it had last been revised in October 1991, 
and confusion about various ambiguities 
within the Code. 
The Student Integrity Code Review 
Task Force will not focus on the off-cam-
pus policies of the Integrity Code, but 
on the Code as a whole. Members will 
examine the current applicability of the 
code. They will question the standards 
upheld by the Integrity Code. 
Should our standards be different or 
higher? The Review Force may inspect 
the relationship between the code and its 
implementation. Other issues may be-
come apparent during review. 
The Integrity Code is unique from 
other University policies in that it is writ-
ten by students, not by administration. 
This allows students to determine their 
own integrity standards. Implementation 
of the Code is not written by students, 
rather it is written by administration. 
The contradiction in the development 
and implementation of the Integrity Code 
will be one consideration of the Student 
Integrity Code Review Task Force. An-
other consideration will be State and 
Federal Laws. 
The Student Integrity Code Review 
Task Force will be composed of two stu-
dents, one ASUPS senator, one Honor 
Court Justice, the ASUPS president, two 
designees of the Dean of Students and 
two members of the faculty, one of which 
must have tenure. 
The Designees of the Dean of Students 
are Kristine Bartanen, the Dean of Stu-
dents, and Jim Hoppe, the Associated 
Dean of Student Development. 
Senior Elise Tumbas will fill one of 
the student positions and Jason Drori will 
serve as the Honor Court Justice repre-
sentative. 
A report on the committee's progress 
will be made to the Student Senate and 
the Faculty Student Life Committee 
monthly. 
The review is scheduled for comple-
tion by April 19, 2001, but could take 
longer. 
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Seattle woman, UPS alumnae to reflect on life 
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KRISTINE ERICKSON 
A&E Editor 
Continuing the "Crossing Boundaries/Unfolding Identities" 
Theme Year activities, Seattle resident and bisexual Chinese-
American singer-songwriter Magdalen Hsu-Li will perform a 
mixture of song, standup, theater, poetry and drum improvisa-
tion on Oct. 6 in Kilworth Chapel. 
Ever wondered what UPS graduates are doing now? On Oct. 
7 in the Norton Clapp Theatre, two alumnae, Alison De La 
Cruz and Lisa Lusero, will perform music, theater and dance 
exploring their lives after graduation. 
Hsu-Li grew up in Martinsville, Va. and graduated in 1992 
with a BFA in Painting from the Rhode Island School of De-
sign. She then moved to Seattle and studied jazz and classical 
music at Cornish College of the Arts. In 1997, she founded 
Femme Vitale, the Seattle Women's Music and Arts Coalition. 
This organization won a Special Projects Grant from the King 
County Arts Commission. 
Hsu-Li has performed with The Butchies, Barbara Higbie, 
Ce Ce Peniston, Phranc, Corey Glover of Living Colour and 
comedienne Suzanne Westenhoefer, among others. She was 
nominated for a GLAMA (Gay and Lesbian Music Award) for 
"Best Out Song" for "Monkeygirl," a single from her most 
recent album, Evolution. 
Hsu-Li's visit to UPS is part of her 2000-2001 National Tour. 
She has released two CDs, Muscle and Bone and Evolution, 
on her own label, Chickpop Records; her new CD, Fire, is due  
out this year. 
De La Cruz will return to UPS to reprise last year's perfor-
mance of her one-woman show, "Sungka," which emulates 
the Filipino shell game of the same name while illustrating 
what it is like to grow up Pinay (Filipina American) and bi-
sexual. Because of her diverse background, De La Cruz will 
treat topics from poetry challenging notions of homophobia 
within the Filipino community and racism in the gay commu-
nity, to standards placed on women by men, society and them-
selves, to acquaintance rape, to SPAM. To do so, De La Cruz 
freely mixes spoken word, stories, song and movement to il-
lustrate her colorful life. 
"Sungka" met with a warm reception last year, during the 
GenerAsians theme year, and the show is equally adapted for 
this year's theme. 
Aside from performing, De La Cruz curated "Stuffing Rice 
and Poi," a post-Thanksgiving reading by Hapa (mixed race 
Asian Pacific Islander) writers. This was part of the annual 
Asian Pacific American Performance Art Series in Santa 
Monica, California. She is also the former Assistant Director 
of the Asian American Resource Center at Pomona College, 
where she developed and administered arts programs such as 
the Asian Pacific Islander Arts Initiative. 
De La Cruz graduated with a bachelor's degree in commu-
nication from UPS. 
Lusero, 23 will perform her solo show, "Impossible Body," 
following De La Cruz. This play, while showing scenes from 
Lusero's life, also touches on other points of view through 
Lusero's adoption of other per-
sonas such as White, Middle-
Aged Suburban Mother of Two 
and U.S. Senator. In keeping 
with the title, Lusero uses only 
her body and actions to illustrate 
how she has dealt with her life 
as a lesbian Chicana. Lusero 
herself has the best words to 
describe the experience: 
"Here are moments from my 
life, these were the choices I 
made, these are the things that 
are framing those choices, these 
are the elements affecting them. 
Look where it goes. Look what 
might happen." 
Hsu-Li will perform in 
Kilworth Chapel on Oct. 6 at 7 
p.m. "Sungka" and "Impossible 
Body" will run in the Norton 
Clapp Theatre Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are free at the Info Cen-
ter. Oct. 7 performances are 
sponsored by ASUPS Cultural 
Events, the UPS Theatre Arts 
Department and the Department 
of Student Activities. 
Alumna Lisa Lusero 
shows offher only 
prop—her body—
in her one- woman 
show entitled 
"Impossible Body." 
Web comics bring back Sunday fun 
T. CARL. KWOH 
Staff Writer 
Just as Saturday morning was all about 
the cartoons on TV, Sunday morning was 
all about the newspaper comics. Every 
Sunday I would wake up early, go out 
and get the paper and find the section of 
color comics. I'd read them through, 
sometimes twice, and thoroughly enjoy 
myself. The all time greats like "Calvin 
and Hobbes," "Garfield" and "Peanuts" 
were staples every day of the week, as I 
followed the enjoyable antics of the un-
believable characters. 
Unfortunately, when I came to college, 
I found it harder to keep up with my fa-
vorites because I didn't want to spend 
money on a paper. Occasionally I'd find 
a leftover paper in the SUB, but it was 
infrequent. Then I found web comics, 
and fell in love. 
Web comics are exactly what they 
sound like, comics found on the web. 
Most times the comics are not published 
anywhere else but on the web. This may 
be due to the content, or it just may be 
that the artist hasn't broken into syndi-
cation yet. There are many web comics 
and a multitude of places to find them. 
While I'm going to give you some names 
and ideas of some of the web comics I 
enjoy reading, I highly suggest you 
search for yourself and find some that 
you really enjoy. A great place to look is 
www.keenspot.com . 
The first web comic I started follow-
ing regularly is a strip called "PVP" or 
"Player Versus Player." It's a comic that 
follows the writers and editors of a com-
puter game review magazine, and all the 
trouble that happens within the office. 
While the focus of most of this comic is 
on computer and console gaming (a fa-
vorite subject of mine), it does still have 
somewhat of a general interest feel to it. 
The humor is great, and unlike most web  
comics, this comes from someone work-
ing full time on the strip. It is updated 
daily, with Sunday color strips, just like 
a newspaper. I suggest that if you put the 
strip into your daily reading habits that 
you read some of the archive, if not all 
of it, because there are recurring jokes 
such as giant panda attacks and the break-
ing of the fourth wall. This strip can be 
found at www.pvponline.com . 
Another very good web comic is 
"Sinfest," which is a general interest 
comic. It takes popular culture and reli-
gion and mixes them beautifully for both 
humor and some serious messages ev-
ery now and then. This is very well drawn 
and well written. This is more of an ex-
ample of a comic that can't really be syn-
dicated because it does take some liber-
ties with language. This is one of the few 
comics that makes me laugh out loud on 
a regular basis. 
"The Class Menagerie" is a comic that 
takes place on a college campus, and 
more specifically in a single dorm and 
follows a core group of characters 
through life at college and the foibles that 
they get into. The only catch is that each 
of the characters is some form of human-
oid animal. The main character (Tony) 
is a bull while his love interest is a horse. 
Despite the animal appearances, this 
comic flows very well and follows story 
arcs rather than random daily comics. 
This is cool in that you get to see charac-
ters develop more than the average strip, 
but there is something to be said for ran-
dom daily strips that I do miss when I 
read "The Class Menagerie." This strip 
is updated Monday through Thursday, 
which is not all that unusual—not all of 
the webcomics are updated daily, some 
of them only a couple times a week. 
Another site I've found is actually the 
webpage of the Washington Post, which 
has a lot of the newspaper comics in an 
online form so you can keep up with your  
favorites like "Doonesbury," "Garfield," 
"Fox Trot" and tons more. This is a good 
option for those who want to keep up 
with their favorite strips without buying 
a newspaper every day. 
These comics are a great way to keep 
yourself entertained and have some fun 
while up here at college—and how can 
you beat the feeling you get when you 
wake up on Sunday, stretch out and read 
some great comics? 
Bjork was awarded 
BestActress at 
Cannes. 
ATTENTION: 
COLLEGE 'STUDENTS 
(21 AND OVER) 
IT'S FINALLY HERE! 
BRAND NEW DANCE CLUB 
THE CLOCK TOWER CLUB 
72-8 PACIFIC AVE. DOWNTOWN TACOMA 
Welte 
$2 cover 
$1 off w/ college I.D. 
Ladies FREE 
50 cents Red Dog 
Draft Beer 
$1.50 Well Drinks 
$2 cover 
$1 off w/ college I.D. 
50 cents Red Dog Draft 
Beer 
S4.50 Electric Iced. Tea 
$1 Shooters 
NEXT TO THE DRAKE 
TUESDAY 	 THURSDAY 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
= 	 C 
DC. =J. I 	 - 2 2211 
FOR MORE INFO CALL: 253-779-5435 
"Remember the 
Titans" 
Rating: **** 
Movie Rating 
System 
Not worth your time 
Rent it when there's 
nothing better to do 
Worth seeing 
one of these days 
Run, don't walk, to 
the theater! 
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Bjork releases fabulous, polished, original album 
JOSH EPSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
About two weeks ago, the famously quirky 
Icelandic phenomenon Bjork released an al-
bum entitled Selmasongs, an astonishing re-
lease of music she composed, with renowned 
writer Lars von Trier, for the soundtrack of 
"Dancer in the Dark." 
Bjork herself stars in this film/ 
musical, apparently playing a 
woman who escapes from her less-
than-stellar reality by watching 
musicals and writing songs of her 
own. She claims a great kinship to 
the delicate role—apparently so much of a 
kinship that she was awarded Best Actress at 
this year's Cannes Film Festival. 
Not having seen the film, I can nonetheless 
attest that the music is highly theatrical; its 
idioms are eclectic, its progression dramatic 
and its flair virtually unprecedented. 
Bjork started her illustrious career in an Ice-
landic pop group, though actually she released 
an album at the age of 11, a huge success in 
her native land. 
Classically trained in voice and piano, Bjork 
forged an enormously successful solo career 
upon the breakup of her band, The Sugarcubes. 
The CD begins with a majestic, solemn 
brass chorale, antiphonal in sound—it is a 
beautifully controlled yet intensely dynamic 
"Overture." The playing is captivatingly un-
forced; the arrangement leads into a moving, 
dramatic, Sibelius-like climax, representative 
of a strong and evocative film score. 
Selmasongs proceeds into "Cvalda" with the 
clamor of mechanical, industrial noise. These 
sounds of construction pound frustratingly on 
for over a minute, building ex-
pectation into a frenzy, almost 
undiscernibly a fascinating 
rhythmic pulse, and then to a 
splendidly appropriate vocal in-
troduction. Bjork shouts (musi-
cally) over the confounding Jazz/Latin back-
ups, breaking into thrilling vocal stylings with 
jaw-dropping musical acumen. Rich in origi-
nality and musically resonant, Bjork's voice 
is as piercing as are the tremendous composi-
tions themselves. 
"I've Seen it All" is yet another subtle and 
refreshing track, though occasionally a bit 
overwrought and orchestra-heavy. Bjork's 
approach to the musical theatre style, however, 
proves personal and attention-grabbing, de-
spite the song's imbalances. Her male coun-
terpart—Thom Yorke from Radiohead—offers 
a laid back complement to the superstar's 
force. The songs, melodic and unrepetitive,  
provide a fearless announcement that person-
ality and musical vision have triumphed. The 
track ends with a fading marching rhythm as 
the next begins. 
A captivating, lyrical lullaby, "Scatterheart" 
proves Bjork a brilliant interpreter of the vari-
ous styles she tackles. The arrangement builds 
well, creating a suspenseful ballad, rhythmi-
cally and emotionally intense under Bjork's 
static vocal lines. Seemingly motionless but 
never dull, the ambition behind these dark 
tracks will leave the listener glued to his seat. 
The music is constantly fermenting, though 
never unduly hectic, although it is fair to say 
that "Scatterheart" suffers a bit from overly 
long "importantitis." In Bjork's case, though, 
this unfortunate defect is merely an excess in 
ambition—much better than the alternative, I 
dare say. 
"In the Musicals," for example, ends up ut-
terly distinctive, unlike almost anything out 
there. What a refreshing thought. Suggesting 
a somber musical theatre setting, though never 
derivative (unlike most current musical the-
atre), the track brims with character and abso-
lutely riveting music. 
Bjork's voice is an unstoppable force. The 
songs swell beautifully; an inspired drum 
break, powerfully attractive orchestrations, 
and vigorous solo lines establish the virtues  
of straying from the 
imitative and unoriginal 
mainstreams of current 
rock and R&B. 
The bizarre, haunting 
echoes of "107 Steps," 
as awe-inspiring as they 
are puzzling, compel 
one's rapt attention. The 
powerful orchestral 
surges make for a mu-
sically meaningful and 
potently austere track, setting the listener up 
for the thoroughly riveting finale. 
Bjork has one other release pending in 2001, 
which is tentatively to be titled "Domestika." 
"New World" is a tuneful, well-patterned 
view into how Bjork tackles a theatrical 
idiom—with understated and unpretentious 
panache, at the expense of undue flash and su-
perficial hooks. Though some of the cheesy 
and sappy horn lines drone on a bit, Bjork 
styles the track into a clean, polished and 
lovely finale to an amazing album. 
Though I have not seen the film, Selmasongs 
has a virtue more rare than most people ac-
knowledge: it is movie music that stands on 
its own, that proves vigorous, compelling, and 
powerful without the movie itself. Not to men-
tion one other point in its favor: it's brilliant. 
Titans storied in myth, movie 
Herman Boone (Denzel Washington) 
urges his Titans on to victory over hate. 
winning the state championship grows harder to 
conquer when Boone learns that one loss will cost 
him his job. 
While listening to a great musical score com-
posed of Motown and California rock, the audience 
sees the slow but steady lessening of racial projec-
tions among the team, the high school, and the town. 
We feel Boone's excitement and anxiety to 
win, and we get to experience locker room 
jokes and high-spirited team cheers, which 
serve as indicators of the team's fusion. This movie 
makes you realize how great it is to be part of a 
team, an element of a cohesive force working to-
wards the same goal and sharing the same passion. 
It reminds you why you worked so hard in practice 
and how surreal it 
feels to step on a 
field under the 
bright lights. 
Most importantly, 
this film is an as-
tounding story of 
setting aside differ-
ences and is remark-
able in its basis of 
truth. Sport fans and 
people who enjoy 
stories of surmount-
ing superficial dis-
tinctions, you will 
love this movie. 
KATHLEEN SULLIVAN 
Staff Writer 
In ancient Greek mythology, the Titans 
are children of Earth and Heaven and grand-
parents of the gods. Notorious for their su-
perior size and colossal strength, both the 
Titans of ancient mythology and the Titans 
of T.C. Williams High School are deserv-
ing of their revered title. Not only does the 
high school football team of Disney's new 
film "Remember the Titans" possess physi-
cal prowess and agility, these young Titans 
are especially remarkable in their mental 
maturity and racial awareness. 
"Remember the Titans," directed by Boaz Yakin, 
tells the true story of a high school football team in 
Alexandria, Va. in 1971. In the film, T.C. Williams 
High is a recently integrated high school, and in 
order to push integration to its peak, the school board 
replaces the white head football coach Bill Yoast 
(Will Patton) with black football coach Movie! 
Herman Boone (Denzel Washinton). Al- RevTow 
though Boone isn't fond of taking a job 
merely because of his race, he realizes it is a big 
step for the advancements of African Americans, 
and agrees to have Bill Yoast be his defensive coach. 
"Remember the Titans" shows how two repelling 
groups of boys, the blacks and the whites, must ex-
punge racial boundaries in order to unite as a team. 
The writer of this film, Gregory Allen Howard, 
learned the famous story of the Titans as a teacher 
at the real-life T.C. Williams High. 
The two coaches must tackle the task of bind-
ing the team together. Coach Boone forces his play-
ers to interact with members of the opposite race 
on and off the field, often times appearing as a fierce 
military commander. Coach Yoast exhorts Boone 
to loosen up on his players; they're only in high 
school. One positive aspect of this movie is that 
Coach Yoast doesn't typify a bigoted, pissed-off 
white coach who wants to thwart his superior. 
Rather, Boone and Yoast unite in a distanced yet 
admirable fashion, showing their players that ra-
cial maturity is attainable. Yet their ultimate goal of 
  
NTS 
Campus Films presents 
'Keeping the Faith' 
Oct. 6 and 7, 7 and 9:20 p.m. 
Oct. gi?, 6 and 8:20 p.m. 
'Music 1900' 
Friday, Oct. 6, 7:20 p.m. 
Concert Hall 
$10.50 general, $6.50 student/staff 
Free to UPS students 
(252) 879-2419 for credit card orders 
Honors If im series presents 
"Dodos *Ka-Den" 
Oct. 11, Wyatt 109, 7 p.m., Free 
Salsa Dance Lessons 
Rendezvous 
Oct. 6, 6-8 p.m. 
UPS Alumnae Alison De La Cruz, "Sungka" 
and Lisa Luger°, "Impossible Bode 
Oct. 7, 8 p.m., Norton Clapp Theatre, Free 
Scandinavian Festival 
Puyallup Fairgrounds 
Oct. 6-8 
(252) 841-5045 
Steilacoom Apple Squeeze 
Oct. 8, Lafayette and Wilkes St., Downtown 
(259) 584-4122 
Tacoma Actors Guild presents 
'Picasso at the Lapin Agile' 
through Oct. 7 
272-2281 
Tacoma Little Theatre presents 
'Pump Boys and Dinettes' 
Oct. 5-7, 8 p.m. 
015 general, $12 students and seniors 
(252) 272-2281 
Tacoma Musical Playhouse presents 
'Cole Porter's High Society' 
Oct. 6-29 
565-6867 
Drawings and Etchings of Helen Loggie 
Frye Art Museum, Seattle, through Oct. 8 
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PNB's 'Coppelia' displays beauty and athleticism 
SALLY BROWNING 
Assistant A&E Editor 
When someone mentions the word ballet in a conversation, 
generally people think of tutus and prissy little girls prancing 
around in pink, not to mention long boring performances that 
inspire sleep rather than creativity. The Pacific Northwest Ballet 
Company however, mocks all of these stereotypes with its sea-
son opener, "Coppelia". Led by artistic directors Kent Stowell 
and Francia Russell, PNB has linked the words athleticism 
and beauty together in a remarkable and witty ballet designed 
for all ages and all times. 
"Coppelia", or The Girl with Enamel Eyes, is a French clas-
sic first choreographed by Arthur Saint-Leon in 1870. Along 
with Saint-Leon, the original Coppelia was a collaboration be-
tween librettist Charles Nuitter and composer Leo Delibes. 
The rendition that the Pacific Northwest Ballet is currently 
showing stays true to the original music and 
storyline, but as with most ballets, PNB's  
"Coppelia" offers its own individual choreogra- 
phy done by Kent Stowell, along with some tra- 7rd i 
ditional dancing arrangements. 
The plot revolves around a young girl, 
Swanilda, and her efforts to gain back the eye of her fiancé, 
Franz, when his attention is taken by a beautiful girl who is 
seen sitting on the mysterious and eccentric toymaker Dr. 
Coppelius' balcony. The girl, Coppelia, is believed to be the 
daughter of this integral character part, but as Swanilda soon 
finds out through her snooping, Coppelia is actually one of 
Dr. Coppelius' doll creations. The story picks up with 
Swanilda's revelation of this fact and continues with Franz's 
reaction to the news. 
The uplifting and funny story is set in a small European 
village, well depicted by the set in Act One. The first back- 
drop, a beautiful scene of the town square, is decorated with 
bright colors, a few traditional cottage style buildings and a 
faded blue sky. As the suspense grows with the coming of the 
second act, the stage is changed during intermission. 
The dark ambiance of Dr. Coppelius' attic in this second 
scene is a perfect contrast to the lively village. The ending 
backdrop, appearing in the third act, is another depiction of 
the countryside at the village's Festival of the Bells. While the 
stage is bare besides a few streamers and bells hanging from 
the ceiling and a few maypole-type props, the set is perfect for 
the massive dancing that is performed at the end of the show. 
The score, lighthearted and emotional, is lovely during the 
overture. It is, however, not until the viewer can see the ac-
tions which accompany the sound that the music can be appre-
ciated to its full extent. The musical arrangement accurately 
tells the story of a whimsical girl and her troubles with love. 
While the story, musical score and set were a wonderful 
part of this ballet, the choreography and dancing 
is was what really made it worth seeing. The com- 
bination of gesticular acting and classical ballet 
was wonderfully intermixed. Along with the clas- 
sical moves and numbers, "Coppelia" offers an 
array of variations on different dancing styles, 
which made things interesting. Featuring traditional folk danc- 
ing, the ballet leaves the audience with a taste of springtime. 
The dancers almost never seemed to miss a beat and ap-
peared as one unit when partner dancing or dancing in groups. 
The solos were as equally as amazing as the communal scenes 
and brought the crowd to applause every time. All in all, the 
dancing left the audience breathless, while the dancers them-
selves were able to keep smiling throughout the program. 
The dancers should also be applauded for continuing to cap-
ture the attention of the audience despite minor problems with 
props and the lack of a plot in the final act. The fact that the 
Julie Tobiason dances the title role in "Coppelia". 
dancing was so well done made up for minor lapses and mis-
haps and made this a show highly recommended for all ages 
and all levels of ballet appreciation. 
"Coppelia" runs through Oct. 8 at the Seattle Center Opera 
House. Single tickets range in price from $15 to $110. Half 
price tickets are available to students and seniors one hour prior 
to curtain, subject to availability. Call (206) 292-ARTS, or go 
to any Ticketmaster location to purchase tickets. Tickets and 
information are also available online at www.pnb.org . 
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Gateway to India 
provides spicy treats 
SARA BARTOLAIN 
Staff Writer 
Gateway to India, a great local restau-
rant, offers scrumptious food at a good 
price. They are open daily for take out, 
dine-in or lunch buffet. The restaurant 
was opened three years ago, in 1997. The 
building used to be an old warehouse, 
but due to tremendous efforts by the 
store's owners, the dining area is now a 
warm, colorful place. The food is authen-
tic North Indian cuisine. The business is 
family owned, and the recipes come 
mainly from the owner's mother. 
The restaurant is located on 6th Av-
enue. When my fellow taste testers and I 
entered the restaurant, we choose a table 
and seated ourselves. Almost immedi-
ately, someone came over and generously 
filled our water glasses. 
We then took a minute to 
observe the decor around 
the room. The tables and 
floor all seemed very clean. 
The art and artifacts sur-
rounding us gave us a lively topic of dis-
cussion and set the mood for the type of 
food we were about to eat. 
Since we were there for lunch we had 
to order the buffet. The buffet changes 
daily, so I tried some of everything the 
restuarant was serving at the time. For 
starters, I tried the pappadum. It re-
sembled really thin tortilla chips with an 
Indian-style flavor. 
I then moved on to a serving of basmati 
rice, covered in daal maharani (different 
type of beans and such). It was quite tasty 
and bursting with flavor. I had some of 
their zucchini curry vegetable dish on the 
side. It was all very good but quite spicy. 
I ate three times as much rice with each 
bite of the Daal Maharani because it was 
exceedingly spicy. 
The next thing I tried was the murgh 
makhari (chicken in a tomato, onion and 
butter sauce). I was a bit apprehensive 
because the meat of the chicken was a 
bright red color, but I decided to give it a 
shot. To my surprise, it turned out to be 
my favorite part of the meal. The meat 
was more milled than the rest of my food 
and had a great texture. 
As we enjoyed our food, we noticed 
the other people who were coming in to 
enjoy a meal. The man working would 
greet them and sometimes 
say things like, "oh, I haven't 
seen you for a while." One 
customer asked the man, 
"What are you serving to-
day?" seeming almost like an 
old friend. It was nice to be in a place 
people come back to. 
Gateway to India is open Monday-
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., Fri-
day from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sunday 
from 4 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. The lunch buf-
fet is $5.95 plus tax, and the entrees range 
from $6 to $13. 
It's a healthy walk from campus, but 
if you enjoy good Indian food, then it's 
worth it. 
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offers a 
wide 
spectrum 
of outdoor 
activities 
for 
everyone 
who knows 
where to 
look. 
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in the Great Outdoors 
o the regular 
routine of partying 
by night and 
trying desperately 
to cure the 
hangover by day is 
getting a little 
monotonous. Not 
that the splitting 
headache, parched 
mouth and that 
inevitable "who is 
that in my bed" 
question isn't fun—it's just time for a little variation. 
That's where Puget Sound Outdoors Prgoram enters. 
The Pacific Northwest offers a wide spectrum of 
outdoor activities for everyone who knows where to 
look. Puget Sound Outdoors brings six campus 
programs together to offer students opportunities to 
get out and about pretty much every weekend. The 
component programs of Puget Sound Outdoors 
include: Schiff Hall, the outdoor adventures dorm; The 
Outhaus, a theme house for students who want to 
lead and plan trips; The Expeditionary, the equipment 
rental facility on campus; The Climbing Wall and 
Climbing Committee, the indoor climbing facility 
located in the Fieldhouse and the committee that 
sponsors programs, climbing classes and competitions; 
Passages, the student orientation program that 
emphasizes outdoor experiences and the Puget Sound 
Outdoors Program office, which coordinates and 
develops the other five programs as well as overseeing 
the leadership training and risk management of all 
of the programs. 
Okay, but what exactly does the Puget Sound 
Outdoors program offer? Pretty much everything: 
there are day hikes, backpacking trips, sea kayaking, 
climbing, white water rafting, desert expeditioning 
and cycling, as well as skiing, snow camping and 
snowshoeing in the winter. The month of October is 
jam packed, with something going on every weekend. 
The November and December calendars will be out 
soon. For more information on any of these trips, call 
Justin Canny in the Outdoors office at x3510. Look 
foreward to snowshoe and cross country ski trips Nov. 
through March, snow camping from Jan. through 
March and canyoncering in Southern Utah over the 
spring break. 
It's easy to go, and not very expensive. All you 
have to do is go to the mandatory pre—trip meeting 
and contact the Puget Sound Outdoors office at x3510 
for more information. You can reserve a spot by 
stopping by the Expeditionary and paying the trip 
fee. The fees cover all the group equipment, 
specialized individual equipment and food. All 
personal equipment is available to rent at the 
Expeditionary. So, it's simple to get involved and it 
gets you off campus for a weekend. • 
Story by Bette Mulrhead 
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Where to get the supplies... 
The Expeditionary rents outdoor equipment on 
campus. Get anything from cross country skis to 
an ice ax to a head lamp. The 
equipment is rented at 
daily, weekend and 
weekly rates and 
can be reserved in 
advance. Call 
them at x3403. 
Far left: The peak (or what's left of it) 
of Mount St. Hellens. Left: Spirit Lake 
on the way to Mount St. Hellens. Below: 
Ian Foster takes a swimming break. 
Students went on the Mount St. Hellens 
trip on the 
weekend of Nov. 
15—just one of 
the many trips the 
Outdoor programs 
office sponsors each 
month. Photos by Buck Defore 
Where to be, when, 
and for how much... 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 7-8 
Oct. 14-16 
Oct.14-15 
Oct. 14 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 8 
The TMa 
Backpacking trip to WSC the 
Point of Arches  
Rock climbing (for those who 
have done it before)  
Sea Kayaking in South 
Puget Sound 
Backpacking trip in the Olympics 
or Cascades  
Day hike 
Day hike 
Fall Family Weekend orientation 
slide show 
ii 
Passages is the 
kickoff event, our 
goal is to 
provide 
oppoludies 
for students 
to 	 keep 
going. 
PP 
Ian Foster, Outhaus 
Resident & trip leader 
CTOBER 
A Mariner's fan hugs a playoffposter at the team store in Safeco Field on Monday. 
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PROFILE 
Junior Dana Boyle of the women's cross-country 
team has had a successful college career, to say the least. 
She was an All-American in 1998, and placed second 
at nationals. She also holds the third-fastest time for 
UPS runners in the women's five-K, 17:26. 
This year she is continuing her streak. She has been 
named Northwest Conference Athlete of the Week for 
three weeks in a row, and was just named UPS Athlete 
of the Week for her second place finish in the NCAA 
preview meet in Spokane, Wash. Boyle finished with a 
time of 18:13.8, which was only one-hundredth of a 
second out of first. Boyle is expected to lead the Log-
gers to another successful season, continuing her as-
tounding career. 
CROSS–COUNTRY 
Both cross-country teams had a suc-
cessful weekend at the NCAA preview 
meet in Spokane, Wash. The men and 
women finished in sixth and seventh 
place, respectively. The Logger men had 
impressive individual finishes by Sam 
Berg (18th), Dan McLean (28th) and JR 
Flowerree (30th). The women's leader 
was junior Dana Boyle (second), with 
notable finishes by Julie Meyer (34th), 
Gina Collignan (49th), Lisa Matson 
(50th), and Bri Hickel (51st). 
The team has this weekend off to pre-
pare for their conference meet, the Pa-
cific Lutheran Invitational in Lakewood, 
Wash., where the men hope to repeat 
their victory from last season. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Logger volleyball continued its win-
ning streak this weekend with two con-
ference wins on the road. Their first vic-
tory was on Friday against Whitman. 
They came out on top thanks to some 
notable performances. Sophomore 
Karen Elmgren had 30 kills against the 
Pirates, Eileen Gamache had 15 and 
Adriane Ougendal and Angie Cashman 
both had 13. 
The Loggers had a much easier day 
on Saturday, as they defeated Whitman 
College in three straight sets (15-5, 15-
6, 15-4). The team's impressive 12-0 
record for the season has moved them 
up one spot in the second national poll, 
to 12th place. 
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Experience will be key in the postseason 
DAVE ABBOTT 
Staff Writer 
Let me just get this out of the way – I'm pumped. I'm abso-
lutely psyched that the Giants and A's, my two favorite teams, 
are both in the playoffs. But I pride myself on being an objec-
tive sports fan, so here's my unbiased take on the Major League 
Baseball postseason (even though another Bay Bridge Series 
would be great). 
As much fun as those 12-10 Rockies-Cubs tilts are to watch, 
clutch pitching is what gets it done in the postseason. What 
you find among the teams remaining in October is a mix of 
solid starting pitching and steady bullpen relief. And as the 
old baseball adage goes, great pitching beats great hitting – 
logically there follows the need to manufacture runs. Therein 
lies another necessity – quality bench play. Powerful bats, good 
gloves, speed on the bases, etc. are needed in late innings to 
win these tight games. Okay, I've bored you with the guide-
lines – let's dissect the contenders: 
American League: 
Seattle Mariners 
Starters: With Junior Griffey gone, this has been the key 
for the Mariners' success this season. Freddy Garcia is one of 
the more talented young pitchers in the bigs, Aaron Sele has 
regained his form of a few years ago and Jamie Moyer is still 
a crafty left-hander. Will any of them step it up? Bullpen: Once 
the M's Achilles' heel, Arthur Rhodes and impressive rookie 
Kazuhiro Sasaki have solidified Seattle's late game leads. 
Bench: Carlos Guillen and Al Martin are sound additions to 
this well-rounded squad. X-factor: This is A-Rod's time to 
prove he's a big-money player. Whether he can put this team 
on his back should play a role on his impending free-agency 
status. 
Oakland Athletics 
Starters: Tim Hudson has been nails down 
the stretch, and fellow youngster Barry Zito 
has some of the best stuff you've seen in a 
rook. Can they and inconsistent vets Kevin 
Appier and Gil Heredia keep up the A's cur-
rent hot pitching? Bullpen: Jason Isringhausen has been ef-
fective, though he pitches often in Mitch "Wild Thing" Will-
iams fashion. Jim Mecir is underrated and extremely solid. 
Bench: Mike Stanley was brought in for veteran hitting, and 
Ryan Christianson is a nice defensive replacement. X-factor: 
Young and fearless – this season-long mentality could take the 
A's far or drop them out just as quickly. 
Chicago White Sox 
Starters: The Sox have surprised this year with no-namers 
Mike Sirotka, James Baldwin, and Cal Eldred. But are these 
guys healthy and ready to go now? Bullpen: Keith Foulke has 
developed into a top-notch closer, and Bob Howry and Kelly 
Wunsch are capable set-up men. Bench: Not much, but man-
ager Jerry Manuel is effective with his players. X-factor: An-
other young team, the Sox have shown the ability to win big  
games, but will shaky defense be their downfall? 
New York Yankees 
Starters: Orlando Hernandez has a golden postseason 
record, and Roger Clemens has been much better overall since 
the All-Star break. Is David Cone finished, and can Denny 
Neagle and Andy Pettitte be consistent? Bullpen: It's hard to 
find a better finisher than Mariano Rivera. Jeff Nelson and 
Mike Stanton are playoff-proven as well. Bench: This is where 
the Yanks have excelled in the past – this year it should be no 
different, plugging in David Justice and 
Glenallen Hill among others. X-factor: 
The defending champs have been abso-
lutely horrible the last three weeks of the 
regular season. Will they shake' it off in 
time? 
National League: 
New York Mets 
Starters: Mike Hampton has rebounded from a rough start 
this season to form a stellar lefty duo with Al Leiter. Rick 
Reed and/or Glendon Rusch must provide some help, also. 
Bullpen: The ageless John Franco and Turk Wendell com-
bine with closer Armando Benitez to round out a stable 'pen. 
Bench: Todd Pratt has provided heroics when Mike Piazza 
has gone down in the past, and Jay Payton has also stepped up 
at key times this season. X-factor: Who will provide consis-
tent offense besides Piazza and Edgardo Alfonso, and can the 
Mets finally beat the Braves if they meet? 
St. Louis Cardinals 
Starters: Darryl Kile has emerged from Coors Field as a 
top starter once again, but Garret Stephenson and rookie Rick 
Ankiel could be question marks behind him. Bullpen: Matt 
Morris clearly has better stuff than unimpressive Dave Veres, 
and thus the closer spot should be in doubt for the Cards. 
Bench: Is Big Mac ready to start again? If so, Will Clark has 
done a remarkable job filling in, and J.D. Drew gives this 
team excellent outfield depth. X-factor: St. Louis has not been 
tested much this season – do they have what it takes, espe-
cially after losing catcher Mike Matheny? 
San Francisco Giants 
Starters: Livan Hernandez, Shawn Estes and Russ Ortiz 
all have been on fire in the second half for the Giants, but 
who's the ace? Bullpen: Closer Robb Nen has been near-
unhittable this season, and fellow heat-thrower Felix 
Rodriquez has made for a dynamic one-two punch. Bench: 
Manager Dusty Baker makes this underrated unit go, and needs 
Armando Rios to be effective in case Ellis Burks goes down. 
X-factor: Barry Bonds is back once again in the playoffs and 
in MVP form, but will he choke like he did with the Pirates? 
Atlanta Braves 
Starters: Greg Maddux and Tom Glavine are reliable as 
they come, but Andy Ashby and/or Kevin Millwood need to 
rebound from disappointing regular seasons. Bullpen: It ap-
pears John Rocker has regained his form, which will be cru-
cial for the Braves considering the weak bullpen that has been 
a killer in years past. Bench: Another longtime chink in 
Atlanta's armor – Bobby Cox has a more talented bench this 
year, with Wally Joyner and Bobby Bonilla. X-factor: In the 
playoffs for 10 straight seasons but only one ring – can they 
take it up a notch like the Yankees have done? 
Fearless Final Prediction – When the dust settles, I like 
the Yankees in a rematch over the Braves in six. Why? Expe-
rience, El Duque, and a hundred million dollar payroll. 
4 
Jordan Plapinger dodges a defender in Saturday's game. 
Research Opportunity 
Consumer Behavior -Market Research 
A local Internet start-up company is developing an online service that enables people to 
locate owners of 	 items. 
The company needs to learn more about people who find lost objects, and how to best 
package its services. Research may involve conducting surveys, interviews, library research, 
and dab analysis. The project will require approximately 3-5 hours per week thm December. 
Students with an interest in psychology, business, or research methodology are encouraged 
to call. Strict confidentiality ,  of the nature and results of the project will be required. No cash 
compensation is available; however participants will receive fully-vested stock options (warrants) in the new venture, according to their level of participation. 
For more information, please contact either Professor Carolyn Weisz in the UPS 	 t. of 
Psychology (x3303, cweisz@ups.edu ), or Dan Stusser, co. founder (1-800-548-2 , 
stusser@cco.net ). 
- • 
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For a complete 
schedule of all athletic 
events, pick up a 
pocket schedule in the 
athletic office. 
Cross Country 
Oct. 7 
Willamette 
Invitational 
@ Busch Park 
Salem, Ore. 
10 a.m. 
Men's Soccer 
Oct. 7 
Whitworth 
College 
@ Spokane, 
Wash. 
2:30 p.m. 
• 
Oct. 8 
Whitman 
College 
@ Walla Walla, 
Wash. 
2:30 p.m. 
Women's 
Soccer 
Oct. 7 
Whitworth 
College 
@ Spokane, 
Wash. 
noon 
• 
Oct. 8 
Whitman 
College 
@Walla Walla, 
Wash. 
noon 
Volleyball 
Oct. 7 
Linfield College 
@ HOME 
7 p.m. 
Football 
Oct. 7 
Lewis & Clark 
@Baker 
Stadium 
1:30 p.m. 
Golf 
Oct. 5 
NWC North 
Tournament 
@ Spanaway, 
Wash. 
11 a.m. 
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Soccer dominates with three wins and a tie 
11 
AARON FLING, 
Staff Writer 
Last weekend featured both the men's 
and women's soccer teams hosting back-
to-back games, and both teams emerged 
on Sunday with more confidence and 
pride. The men's team, after enduring a 
grueling double-overtime tie on Satur-
day against George Fox University, de-
feated Pacific University 1-0 with a goal 
in the last two minutes of play. The 
women did not have to stress over either 
of their games, as they strolled to a 3-2 
victory over George Fox and then 
steamrolled Pacific University with a 6-
1 rout. 
The women's team had a successful 
weekend, as their victories boosted the 
team's record to 6-1-1 (4-1 in conference 
play). Saturday saw the George Fox Bru-
ins arrive in town sporting a 3-0 league 
match record. The Loggers sought to end 
that pattern, and despite a rainy after-
noon, did just that. Before the Bruins re-
alized what had happened, the Logger 
women had scored three goals. Less than 
eight minutes into the first half, sopho-
more Dusty Marcell kicked a shot from 
the corner and sophomore Beth Taimi 
nudged it into the left of the net to put 
the Loggers on the board. Marcell would 
come back on her own within two min-
utes, and quickly the lead was extended 
to 2-0. The first half ended with UPS 
comfortably ahead 
Senior Michelle Moore evaded two 
Bruin defenders and added to the Log-
gers' lead 12 minutes into the second 
half, making the score 3-0. But the Bru-
ins would finally begin to awake, as 
Brooke Pitner managed to maneuver 
through the UPS defense and cut the 
Loggers' lead to 3-1. The Bruins scored 
again quickly, as Tori Taylor squeaked 
by UPS goalie Karen Ecklebe. The UPS 
defense began to focus, and managed to 
pull out a 3-2 victory. 
The women's game against the Pacific 
University Boxers was clearly a one-
sided affair. Moore, who had one goal 
in the game against George Fox, be-
came the third Logger to score a hat 
trick this season. Moore scored the first 
two goals of the game before Marcell 
joined in on the scoring melee on a 
pass from freshman Catherine Kurz. 
Senior Jamie Sato added to the frenzy 
with 3:41 left in the first half, by scor-
ing a goal off a Boxer defender. The 
women went into halftime with a solid 
4-0 lead. 
The second half continued in the 
same fashion as senior Laura Grinstead 
added a goal to make the score 5-0. 
The Boxers broke the shutout bid in 
the 57th minute as Susan Doyle took 
a corner kick and poked the ball into 
the net for a 5-1 score. 32 minutes into 
the second half, Moore earned the hat 
trick and made the score 6-1. Sopho-
more Maya Mendoza took a shot at the 
goal, but when her shot was blocked, 
the Boxer goalkeeper lost the ball, and 
Moore sent the loose ball into the net 
for a third time. 
The men's team had to fight for 120 
minutes to a tie on Saturday against 
the Bruins. Throughout the game, the 
Loggers controlled the ball with pre-
cision and power, but were unable to 
convert on 14 shots on goal in the first 
half, 17 shots in the second half, and 
two in overtime. 
The Bruins did not fare any better, 
missing all 11 shots they took through-
out the game. UPS looked like it had a 
chance in the second overtime, but 
Bruin goalie Nathan Chamberlain was 
able to repel the Loggers' attack and 
the game ended in a disappointing, 
scoreless tie. 
The next day would see a continua-
tion of the goal drought at Baker Sta-
dium. The Loggers, who had not 
scored in 298 minutes of play, man-
aged to score only once, but it was all 
they would need to defeat the Boxers, 
1-0. Freshman Justin Hughes, capitaliz-
ing on a pass from sophomore Loren 
Cohen and a header from senior Tye 
Tolentino, drilled the kick into the lower 
right corner of the net after 88 minutes of 
play to send the Bruins packing. 
Throughout the first half, both teams 
would counter one another perfectly, and 
this trend seemed to continue throughout 
the second half. As time began to run 
short, Hughes managed to secure the 
game and ensure the end of the UPS scor-
ing drought. 
The men's squad is now 6-3-2 overall 
this season, with a 3-1-1 record in con-
ference play. 
It is easy to say that both the men's 
and women's squads appear to be on their 
way to their respective league titles. 
Both teams will travel to Whitworth 
and Whitman colleges for back-to-back 
games next Weekend. 
The Olympics were good; , NBC was not 
JENNY NESSEL 
Staff writer 
The Olympics have come and gone once again. In honor of this, I'm going to 
present to you my own (highly biased and totally personal) favorite and least-
favorite moments of the "Games of the XXVII Olympiad." 
We'll start with the good stuff: 
Watching that guy from East Ghana swim in an Olympic-sized pool for the first 
time—and finish his heat to massive cheering from the stands. Who didn't love 
that guy? 
Watching the super-cute Chinese gymnasts win stuff. They 
were nice. They didn't pout or throw things when they messed 
up. I loved the way they got really, really excited and hugged 
everyone when they did well.I definitely loved those pink 
feathery hair thingies the girls were wearing. 
I also enjoyed anything having to do with Cathy Free-
man. She was very cool. 
Those really great Nike commercials—Why sport?—with 
the skateboarder and the gladiators, Lance Armstrong and the elephant, and the 
one they played a couple times with the runner and the guy with the chainsaw. 
Brilliant. If you haven't seen them, watch more television. 
When commentator Jim Gray got beat up at the pool after asking a silver med-
allist if he was "shocked and disappointed" to be only the second best in the world 
in his event--oh, wait, that was my favorite Olympic moment that didn't actually 
happen. Sorry. 
On to the moments that weren't so great: 
Watching the American gymnasts, and almost all of the other top gymnasts in 
the world, screw up on the vault. And then finding out it was because the vault 
itself was set two inches too low. I hate to agree with anything Russian gymnast 
Svetlana Khorkina has to say, but that mistake is something you can't give back to 
those girls. 
The really awful Olympic coverage by NBC that showed equal amounts of com-
mercials, people standing around waiting for their events to start, medal ceremo-
nies, and then an occasional actual event. Oh, I still watched it, but I resented it the 
whole time. 
When the U.S. women's soccer team finally lost to Norway in the final. It was a 
heck of a game, and it hurt to watch them lose after they played that hard. 
The non-stop updates about U.S. shot-putter C.J. Hunter's 
"drug controversy." I have an update for you, Bob Costas-
the man wasn't competing! He dropped out due to a knee 
injury and was there to cheer for his wife, Marion Jones. I 
don't care if he's doing heroin; if he isn't in the Olympics, I 
don't want to hear about it. 
When Romanian gymnast Andreea Raducan got stripped 
of her gold medal because her idiot team doctor gave her 
cold pills with a banned substance in them. The real kicker? The IOC itself admit-
ted that the drug gave her absolutely no competitive advantage in her event, and 
they agree that she had no intention of trying to cheat. But they still tried to take 
away her medal and, in theory, are supposed to ban her from the sport for life? 
Something isn't working here with the drug rules, guys. I agree that drugs are bad, 
and cheaters should be punished, but this is ridiculous. 
So, the Olympics. People laughed, they cried, and they did happy little I-just-
won-the-gold-medal dances. I can't wait for the next ones. Just tell me NBC isn't 
responsible for the coverage. 
The Trail 
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EDITORIAL POLICY 
The Trail encourages all readers to respond to articles or important issues by writing a 
letter to the editor. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion 
of the Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right to edit or ref-use any letters that are 
submitted for publication. All letters must have a signature, full name and phone number 
and are due no later than 6 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be dropped off on the envelope 
on the door to WSC 011, e-mailed to trail@ups.edu  or delivered through the mail. 
OPINIONS 
The Puget Sound Trail 
University of Puget Sound 
1500 N. Warner St. 
Tacoma, WA 98416 
trail@ups.edu  
DCS strives for earth- 
friendly practices 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to respond to the Sept. 14 Opinions article 
about conservation by Kirsten Schlewitz., and in particular 
her complaint that the SUB (a.k.a. The Diner) is turning its 
back on the environment by serving food on paper plates. 
Having been a supervisor in Dining Services for the past 
three years, I have had to idly sit by while the likes of Kirsten 
continuously bash at the efforts of our department in the 
dishware realm. Well, as an allumnus of this fine institu-
tion, I can hold my tongue no longer. All too often I have 
heard students utter that famous phrase she refers to in her 
article, "I pay $20 gazillion to go to school here, so I should 
be able to do whatever I want." Funny thing is that while 
there are students such as Kirsten who use this line to jus-
tify why there should always be china plates available, there 
are just as many students who use the same justification to 
steal one, two or even an entire set of china plates, trays 
and flatware each year. In fact, this past May one house on 
campus returned over 500 plastic trays that they had been 
collecting in their closet the entire school year. When asked 
why they did it, they just laughed and said, "Who cares?" I 
cannot be the only one who knows that those trays were 
sorely needed around 1 p.m. each afternoon when the sec-
ond lunch wave hit and no trays were available. 
Whether you want to believe it or not, we are not talking 
about an "odd dish" here and there as Kirsten states. We 
are actually talking about thousands of dollars in missing 
dishware each year. Add this to the cost of paper plates that 
must be purchased when all the china plates are missing 
and the sum we are talking about begins to skyrocket. I am 
so tired of the double standard that many students are liv-
ing when it comes to this issue. Tell me what you would do 
as a business owner or manager if everyday your custom-
ers took something from your store without returning it or 
paying for it and then complained to your face because you 
didn't have any more to give? Or laughed and said it was 
their right to steal? Would you continue to throw money 
away buying more and more? I think not. 
We have bent over backward trying to accommodate re-
cycling efforts in the past. We have even gone so far as to 
provide recycling bins in the dorms where dirty dishes could 
be deposited with no questions asked. That too failed mis-
erably. The only time we ever received any significant 
amount of dishes back was at the end of the semester when 
they had become so encrusted with mold we had to throw 
them away. In the meantime, we had to wait for the next 
shipment of china plates to arrive. Believe me, needlessly 
producing large quantities of china plates in some pollu-
tion filled factory in Asia is just as bad for the environment 
as cutting down trees in the U.S. to produce paper plates. 
Finally, it is time to get educated about the tuition issue! 
Contrary to popular opinion, dining and Conference Ser-
vices is not, I repeat not supported by tuition (the afore-
mentioned $20 gazillion you pay to go to school here). Our 
operating dollars come in part from the board portion of 
the room and board fee ($857 per student—a very reason-
able and fair amount for the services provided), cash sales 
and catered events. The remainder of our money comes 
from the hard, hard work we do feeding and housing count-
less football and cheerleading camps each summer as part 
of our Conference Services. 
So, the next time you take a china plate home and never 
return it, don't complain the next day when your chicken 
strips are served on a paper plate. Instead grow up, act like 
adults and either keep the dishes in the Wheelock Student 
Center or bring them back promptly when you're done. 
Sincerely, 
Aaron C. Essman, M. Ed '00 
Partying lifestyle re-analyzed 
Dear Editor, 
In response to the Opinions article written by Aurea Astro 
entitled "Partying lifestyle analyzed," we have this to say... 
Sitting in the bar having a quiet drink— 
Doesn't mean we are pounding a bottle of tequila, like you 
think. 
It's not "Daddy's money" that pays for our alcohol—it's our 
own. 
If you did your homework, you would find 85% of the school 
has some kind of loan. 
Drinking alcohol isn't a crime— 
With a few friends, it's how some of us like to spend our 
time. 
You have some nerve writing with such a closed mind—
Have you ever been out on a weekend night or would that 
put you in too much of a bind? 
Moderation is what it is all about— 
Something you obviously don't understand, we have no 
doubt. 
Some people have fun alone on a weekend night—
We like to go to a bar, with our goals still in sight. 
It seems to us that you are mistaken when you think—
That we can't go out and have fun without a drink. 
The article you wrote in The Trail is one-sided— 
We are not all drunks and sluts, like you have decided. 
Don't speak so strongly of something in which you have no 
experience— 
Whether you drink or not, to us it makes no difference. 
Who are you to generalize about the whole school—
After spending five weeks here, you freshman fool? 
Please talk to us if you need more of an explanation—
About going out, having fun or drinking, since you seem to 
have so much fascination. 
Sincerely, 
S. Velie, E. Clark-Welch, R. Harrison, S. Lanwermeyer 
Dear Editor, 	 what readings and activities in Prelude 
We are writing regarding the article 	 they like best and the ones they like 
in the Sept. 14 issue by Jessy Bowman 	 least. There is no unanimity about that! 
in which she takes the Prelude program The obvious conclusion is to offer a va-
to task for not being as interesting as riety of exercises and readings for in-
she would like it to be. We disagree that dividual teachers to choose from. This 
the program is so "boring" that it year, the Prelude sections were grouped 
should be completely revamped. into clusters of four and the faculty se- 
No one expects a classroom-oriented lected a topic for each cluster. Students 
program to compete with camping and discussed subjects such as the Holo- 
get-acquainted activities. Nonetheless, 	 caust, cloning, the chaos theory, Freud, 
student evaluations of the Prelude have 	 blues, slavery, civil rights, genetic 
consistently indicated overall satisfac- 	 modification of food, language, the 
tion with the program. Students appre- 	 atomic bomb, and satire. 
ciate getting the intellectual gears 	 We ask students to rate the program 
grinding again, getting to know a fac-  in terms of degree of challenge using a 
ulty member in a relaxed setting, work-  five-point scale. Consistently around 
ing closely in a small section with other 95 percent of students responding in-
students and a faculty member, work-  dicate the program challenges them. 
ing in small groups to understand a That is our goal. We want students on 
reading or to work on expressing ideas the eve of their college career to step 
(many report this experience helped up to this higher plateau of academic 
them see the importance of forming expectations and grapple with the chal-
study groups), checking out a variety lenge. Clearly a mere 10-hour program 
of academic disciplines in a non-threat-  can only start this process. It has been 
ening setting, realizing the necessity of our experience that students unwilling 
reading material more than once, and to challenge themselves will often char- 
generally feeling more confident in 	 acterize the activity as boring. Luckily 
starting classes. 	 that is a small fraction of our students; 
Students are all over the map about most are quite eager to be challenged. 
Coming Out Day 
importance recognized 
Dear Students, Staff, and Faculty, 
National Coming Out Day is just around the cor-
ner, and I can only imagine there are mixed feel-
ings on campus regarding such a 'celebration. Ques-
tions like, "Why make such a big deal?" and "Why 
does this have to be so public?" and the occasional 
"Why don't your kind rot in hell?" come to mind. 
The last question I cannot answer, as it is rhetori-
cal, but the first two I can take a crack at because 
they get it the very heart of what National Coming 
Out Day is all about. 
I am a relatively private person when it comes to 
my sexuality—I do not deny my queerness, but I 
do not go into Faulknerian detail about it, either. 
When it comes to the topic of sexuality, my natural 
tendency is to let the subject make its way into a 
conversation on its own and let it go whenever it 
sees fit to leave. Unfortunately, this tendency of 
mine doesn't do much for the freshman sitting in 
his room thinking he's the only one who's wished 
that the cops on "Chips" would take their relation-
ship to the next level. Believe me, it's a dark and 
lonely place. 
For this young man or young lady, it is important 
that we make pink triangle cookies and jump out of 
makeshift closets. They need to know that there are 
others around that share their anxieties and ques-
tions. We need to be vocal so they can hear us. This 
is America—being loud and obnoxious is part of 
our national culture, not just queer culture. So, why 
not use it to our benefit? In fact, to the benefit of 
the entire campus? 
Thank you for your time, 
Jason Shamai 
We would also like to point out that 
Prelude is a faculty program, not an ad-
ministrative one as the article suggests. 
A group of four faculty work on the 
program year round. This committee 
has rotated through the faculty over the 
16 years of this orientation and each 
year the program is a bit different as 
the members of the faculty committee 
bring their own perspectives and ex-
pertise. They read and take into con-
sideration all student comments and 
teacher evaluations in crafting each 
year's program. 
Please note that Prelude is a singu-
lar noun, connoting an introduction—
in this case, an introduction and initia-
tion into the on-going academic con-
versation of campus. The Orientation 
program includes introductions to all 
parts of university life, as is appropri-
ate. Prelude is one part and—we 
think—a necessary and important part. 
Respectfully, 
Nancy Bristow, History; Karl Fields, 
Politics and Government; John 
Hanson, Chemistry; Martin Jackson, 
Mathematics and Computer Science; 
Julie Neff-Lippman, English; Geoff 
Proehl, Theatre; Andy Rex, Physics 
Faculty stresses importance of academic Prelude 
`What ?)o you 
th[nk about the 
absence of-the 
care couches? 
   
"We like soft furniture." 
 
   
 
—Cherilyn Inouye and 
Joy Brinckerholf- 
    
"My heart doesn't care, but 
my ass tells a different story." 
 
    
 
—Doug Turnbull— 
  
   
"Couches are a good place to 
relax, and we should get them 
back." 
   
 
—Hannah Seebach- 
 
   
   
"The couches made it feel 
more like home." 
   
 
—Oliver Contla- 
 
   
   
"I feel sad, they were com-
fortable couches." 
   
 
—Maria Diss- 
 
"It sucks that someone else 
got to decide the fate ofthose 
wonderful couches without 
campus input. BRING 
THEM BACK!" 
—Lisa Stemadel- 
   
"I think that's a bad thing, 
cafes are known for having 
a lounge-type atmosphere." 
   
 
—Michael Allen— 
 
Photo Poll by Doug Herstad 
486 is required to visit the doctor three 
times. The first time she visits her phy-
sician, she swallows the abortion pill, 
whose chemical name is mifepristone. 
(It will soon be marketed under the brand 
name Mifeprex.) The pill must be in-
gested within 49 days of the woman's 
last menstrual cycle. 
Two days following the consumption 
of mifepristone, the woman visits her 
doctor a second time, and she takes an-
other drug, called misoprostol, to thin her 
uterine lining so the embryo is expelled. 
Although the procedure isn't compli-
cated and 95 percent effective and safe, 
the physical side effects of the entire pro-
cess can range from severe discomfort 
to extreme pain. 
A third appointment with the doctor 
would serve as a check-up in the event 
that medical complications arise. 
George W. Bush, speaking like the 
bright man that he is, expressed his fear 
that the ruling would make abortions 
"more and more common, rather than 
more and more rare" and said that the 
FDA's pronouncement was "wrong." 
Gee, Bush never ceases to regale me 
with his wit and pithy commentary. He's 
absolutely right. The fact that I, as a 
woman, now have access to a pill that 
induces an abortion makes me want to 
run out to buy the pill, just to check it 
out! I'm sure the cramping, nausea, 
bleeding and severe pain resulting from 
the pill will pleasure me for days on end. 
Give me a break! Bush certainly lost 
my vote. If he's elected, I fear that he will 
overturn this victorious ruling. And I 
wouldn't want a man who's insensitive 
to women's issues ruling our nation! 
And to further counter Bush's asser-
tion, I'd like to point out that statistics 
confirm that the use of the pill in France, 
Canada, Britain, Sweden and ten other 
countries hasn't resulted in an increase 
in the number of abortions performed in 
the respective regions. 
Al Gore, on the other hand, shared in 
the resounding victory of pro-choice ad-
vocates, saying that the verdict was, "Not 
about politics, but the health and safety 
of American women and a woman's fun-
damental right to choose." 
It'll be interesting to watch these two 
spar in regards to the abortion issue, 
which is sure to be a hot topic in politi-
cal debates. While I understand that the 
fate of the abortion matter rests on who's 
elected into office, I'm just reveling in 
this breakthrough for women's rights in 
the land of the free. 
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Testing, awareness prevents 
spread of sexual diseases 
JASON RONBECR 
Opinions Editor 
For many students, the college years 
are a time of sexual liberation. No longer 
are we under parental control or super-
vision, we have (or share) our own 
places, and our physiological sex drive 
is at its peak. Although accurate statis-
tics on the sexual activities of UPS stu-
dents are not available, a report by the 
Center for Disease Control (CDC)'s Youth Risk Behavior Sur-
veillance Project System (YRBSS) published in 1997 showed 
that 86.1 percent of college students had engaged in sexual 
intercourse and that 34.5 percent had six or more sex partners 
during their lifetime. 
And while many of us went through the public education 
system learning that abstinence is the best policy and that ev-
eryone should wait until marriage, it seems for many that ca-
sual sex and one-night hookups are just too tempting. Plus, 
the girls know about birth control pills, so what is there to 
worry about? 
A lot. In a report done by the Kaiser Family Foundation for 
the CDC in conjunction with "Glamour" magazine, 74 per-
cent of the men and 69 percent of the women believed that 
they were not at risk for a sexually transmitted disease (STD). 
All sexually active people are at risk. 
According to the CDC, one out of every four sexually ac-
tive people will contract an STD at some point of their life, 
regardless of factors such as sexual orientation or social class—
no sexually active person is risk-free. In fact, the CDC also 
reports that over two-thirds of all STD cases occur in people 
under the age of 24. The American Social Health Association 
(ASHA) predicts that by age 24, at least one in three sexually 
active people will have contracted an STD. 
Reasons for the high incidence of STDs in college-age stu-
ents are numerous: frequent casual sex, loss of inhibitions and 
reasoning due to alcohol or marijuana use, and the fact that, as 
mentioned earlier, most students who are sexually active do 
not believe they are at risk. 
CATHERINE CAMBRA 
Staff Writer 
After 12 years 
of political protest 
in the U.S., the 
FDA wised up and 
legalized the abor-
tion pill, RU-486, 
in a landmark de-
cision on Sept. 28. 
I laughed. I cried. I furiously e-mailed 
my girlfriends. A woman's right to 
choose was actually being realized. The 
day will live in infamy. 
Finally, women who choose to termi-
nate their pregnancies may do so in a 
private manner. They will no longer be 
subjected to the angry dissent of anti-
choice protesters who swarm around 
abortion clinics to harass them. RU-486 
will be available to women via a pre-
scription given by primary care physi-
cians. Unfortunately, many doctors are 
understandably hesitant to prescribe the 
drug, given the hostile objections at anti-
abortion rallies. 
Also, there are considerable draw-
backs to taking the abortion pill com-
pared to undergoing the surgical proce-
dure. A woman who chooses to take RU- 
The UPS Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (CHWS) 
offers testing for STDs including 111V. For those who may be 
afraid or uncomfortable visiting CHWS for testing, Planned 
Parenthood Tacoma (253-572-6955) and the Pierce County 
AIDS Foundation (253-383-2565) provide services as well. 
Unfortunately, the reality of getting tested scares many. A 
social stigma has been attached to having an STD. Some or-
ganizations report that STDs are the most common communi-
cable disease in the United States. Still, the idea of testing 
positive makes people feel ashamed. Groups such as Planned 
Parenthood are even moving to change the term STD to STI 
(for sexually transmitted infection) to remove the loaded word 
"disease" from the phrase. 
While it may not be desirable or healthy to have an STD, 
numbers indicate that if you test positive you are not alone. As 
sex columnist Susie Bright once stated in a column regarding 
the negative stigmas attached with STDs (which I highly rec-
ommend, located at http://www.salon.com/health/sex/col/brig/  
1999/08/07/herpes/index.html), "Let's say you do have her-
pes. Well, welcome to the club that includes almost every sexu-
ally active person on the planet. It's not the end of the world, 
although it can be very annoying." 
Many sexually active people avoid getting tested because 
they do not detect any symptoms. The only STD with any com-
pletely obvious symptoms is pubic lice (crabs). Chlaymdia, 
genital warts, gonorrhea, HIV, and syphilis do not always have 
visible symptoms. 
In addition to frequent testing, one should become educated 
about STDs and their symptoms. Safe sex workshops, the In-
ternet and brochures are CHWS contain valuable information 
about how to look for warning signs and how risky particular 
sexual interactions are. 
Doctors can treat or cure all STDs. If left untreated, how-
ever, all STDs lead to serious health problems . 
While it would be great if we could have sex with as many 
people as we wish as often as we want and not worry, the fact 
is that from a medical standpoint, doing so is dangerous. For 
all who chose to be sexually active: Getting tested is abso-
lutely imperative. Those who believe they are not at risk are 
actually those who are most at risk. 
Pill offers choice, brings revolution 
Not Ready for 
the LSAT? 
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. 
Fourteen years and 3000 students 
later, I don't think anyone knows more 
about this test, or how to teach it, than 
I do. That's why I still teach my own 
classes. That's why you should call me. 
My nine week course features 36 
hours of class time with weekly help 
sessions and five mock exams for the 
reasonable price of $695. 
I can answer any LSAT question - let 
me prove it. Call now for a free 
seminar: 524-4915 
• The Steven Klein Company 
• 
recycle. 
The Tizad Is 
pizurred on necyclea 
newspaper. Do 
you pcoa and 
recycle you 
papers. 
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'Roughing it' ironic in modem society 
JESSY BOWMAN 
Assistant Opinions Editor 
Earlier this year, my aunt and uncle 
purchased a motorhome of the future. I 
kid you not. This thing is like Camper 
Force One. When parked, the side of 
the living room can extend out five feet 
by remote control, when they have 
"company" or simply want some more 
breathing room. Right. The extending 
closet is larger than my bathroom at home. And it is definitely 
nook-and-cranny happy—there are only two of them, yet they 
are well prepared for an onslaught of runaway teenagers or 
lost boyscouts. 
I have never seen something so impressive—and I have never 
questioned more the idea of the term "camping" when used in 
conjunction with this particular mega-vehicle. Granted, my aunt 
and uncle both admit that it's not "camping" in the regular 
sense of the word. With laughing explanations, they realize 
their home-on-wheels is more of a cross-country moving re-
sort than an old-fashioned trip to the woods. And most of us 
would agree. So what is camping to us, anyway? 
Where I come from, motor-homes, RVs, Winnebagos—any 
sort of gross comfort, anti-hassle vehicle is looked horrifically 
down upon. It's not camping if you take your bathroom with 
you. Camping doesn't equal drive-park-sleep. For most hard 
core naturalists, camping is a Zen art, keeping with the tradi-
tion of escaping from civilization and living off your own 
strength. Even six-man tents and pre-cut firewood would be 
shunned by those who do not consider anything less than Swiss-
army-knife survival "roughing it." But then again, there are 
times when even taking a motor-home entails aspects of camp-
ing which are not, for most of us at least, easy. 
For example, when I was young, my family would periodi-
cally go camping for a weekend in the Alaskan wild. As a 
child, I was always excited, but always grateful when we re-
turned home as well. It wasn't that camping wasn't fun, per 
se, but that, well—no toilets at all for three days can get a bit 
tiresome. It was fun, but half the fun came from knowing we'd 
be going back home dirty, tired and savouring the smell of 
campfire on our jackets for weeks later. 
It was a jaunt, a getaway—it wasn't necessary. We could 
always come back. Sleeping outside, not taking a bath, eating 
everything off sharpened sticks 
over the campfire—all well 
and good. But  the simple fact 
was that when you consider 
the convenience ingrained in 
modern society, anything that 
differs from the norm of ev-
ery day ease is considered, 
well, rough. 
The funny thing was that I 
remember my father always 
grinning at us when we'd gripe about the lack of toilet pa-
per in the woods, or how dirty our hands were. "You think this 
is roughing it?" he'd laugh. "Try Vietnam." "Yeah, yeah Dad, 
you were in the war. We get it," we'd say. But we didn't. For 
us, hardship held an entirely different meaning—one that 
wouldn't come close to the definition for many others. 
It amazes me to think of the things we consider inconve-
nient. This past weekend, camping with some friends, it 
rained... a lot. We're talking leopards and werewolves here. It 
was ridiculous—we tried to make a tarp so the fire wouldn't 
go out, we couldn't see past the next tree, and by the time we 
got our tent set up it held at least two inches of water for our 
natural sleeping comfort. We moaned, we groaned, we won- 
dered whose marvelous idea this was. But, all in all, we had 
fun. We joked and complained lightheartedly, but we knew we 
would soon be back with nice warm beds, hot showers, flush-
ing toilets. It wasn't the end of the world— it would end. 
And that's the interesting thing. When I think of people in 
the Peace Corps—people helped by the Peace Corps, and count- 
less others who live in societies that do not include half our 
conveniences. In much of modern society, we take precarious 
advantage of our state of relative grace. Living in perpetual 
"camp" mode is not a foreign concept to many people. But to 
us, it is a difficult one. And so 
we admit that driving a 40-foot 
rig to a paved campsite and 
staying the night isn't quite as 
rough as it could be. But, when 
we talk about camping, in our 
sphere of society—how rough 
is it, really? 
Basically, it's not. Yes, for 
some people any description of camp- 
ing I've stated wouldn't even compare to their idea of 
a true nature experience. I only envy them. For me, and for 
others like me, "camping" is defined by a sense of backwoods 
habitation that has a specific time length. It isn't our normal 
environment, it's a vacation. So the more time I spend in the 
wilderness, the more I want to spend . And it's not easy. But 
that's the point. 
I think it's the kind of thing that each of us has to discover 
for ourselves. We do live in a civilized society. Most of us live 
in houses (whether mobile or not), and have adequate plumb-
ing. These things vary, of course, and "roughing it" then be-
comes more of a personal term. It's interesting, in doing so, to 
then determine how much weight convenience carries in our 
lives, and just how aware we are of it. 
Bush's plan for school vouchers superior 
GEOFF ZEIGER 
Staff Writer 
Here begins my first attempt at election cover-
age. One of the issues that has pushed itself to the 
forefront of the Presidential campaign is education. 
Al Gore proposes to pump more federal money into 
public schools. Bush wants to, among other things, 
experiment with a voucher system that will allow 
parents more freedom to make decisions about their 
children's education. 
Gore's proposal would only make a bad situation worse. The last thing 
a school district needs is more federal red tape to deal with. Federal money 
comes with so many strings attached that it stifles local decision-making. 
Bush's proposal would put decision-making authority back where it be-
longs: in the hands of parents and students. His plan amounts to the sur-
prisingly controversial idea that even underprivileged students should be 
able to make basic choices regarding their future. It is disturbing in the 
extreme that the issue has become a partisan fight. One would expect 
liberals to back any proposal that aimed to help the poor. 
Perhaps the biggest problem is that most voucher programs to date 
have been half-hearted experiments and woefully under-funded. A pro-
gram that provides a minimal amount of support for students attending 
private schools doesn't really expand the choices of those who can't af-
ford them in the first place, but it does put money in the pockets of the 
rich who can. A well-managed and better-funded program could solve 
this issue easily enough. So long as the voucher subsidy is enough money 
to make private schools actually affordable, it would help poor students 
find a better education. Bush's proposal goes a step further: It provides 
targeted assistance so that voucher money goes only to those students 
who truly need the assistance. 
How to pay for this program? Just give each student his or her share of 
the public school budget. That money would be spent on the student any-
way; it shouldn't matter where he or she goes to school. Nationwide, we 
are already facing the prospect of having to dramatically increase bud-
gets to deal with overcrowding. Surely having fewer students at each 
school is a better solution than building more portable classrooms to en-
croach on the football field. 
Of course, the teachers' unions have trotted out the tired old argument 
about separation of church and state (what if someone uses their voucher 
to go to a Catholic school? Gasp!). This argument has been shot down 
repeatedly in the courts, and seems in fact to work in favor of vouchers. 
The First Amendment states, "Congress shall make no law respecting 
(with respect to) an establishment of religion..." The requirement is that 
public funding be content-neutral. The government should neither pro-
mote nor discourage religion. The present system discourages religious 
teaching by forcing a family to pay twice for a private education—once 
by taxes and again by tuition. 
There is no constitutional issue so long as funding is equally available 
to all groups. While no court would uphold the challenge, it seems incon-
sistent with the idea of freedom of conscience to maintain a system where 
the government only recognizes secular education. 
Opponents also charge that voucher plans would drain money from the 
public school system. That is true, of course, as far as the argument goes, 
but it is important to remember that the system would also reduce the 
pressure on schools to fund expensive projects like new buildings and 
additional teachers to accommodate growing student populations. As long 
as reductions in funding are matched by reductions in student numbers, 
there is little harm to schools. Furthermore, if so many parents are really 
eager to get their kids out of the public school system, what stronger 
message could there be that we need school choice? 
There is no good reason to allow the children of the rich to choose the 
best school while the poor are forced to attend the nearest public institu-
tion. It's time to give everyone the power to choose. 
Submit to Crosscurrents. Oct II. WIC 007. lust do it! 
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Sex, love, dating: rotten waste of time 
AUREA As 	 tito 
Staff Writer 
The concepts of sex, 
love and dating are 
hackneyed enough to 
make me violently ill. I 
tune into the radio and 
hear, "Delilah's 40 
straight minutes of love 
songs coming your way 
(after these next two hours of commercials)." 
I open a book only to read, "and as he whis-
pered sweet nothings into her ear, Vivian quiv-
ered in ecstasy." I turn on the tube to find a 
tattoo-covered woman making out with her 
brother/father/son-in-law on Jerry Springer. 
Even my own residence hall has become 
plagued with sexual corruption. I stroll into 
the lounge for my routine 1 a.m. study session 
only to stumble over two young souls doing 
some rather questionable frisky business un-
der a big down comforter. What's the deal? 
You know the scene. Your best friend calls 
at three in the morning and screams, 
"OHMYGAWDIIIII" into the phone. This is 
your cue to place the receiver quietly on the 
floor and go back to sleep while she goes off 
about how Joe Shmoe (her new God) finally 
asked her out. At school she'll dance around  
in the same old superficial euphoria, inter-
rupted only by short bouts of panic over which 
shade of pink to wear on the next date. Friday 
night is just one big melodrama of whether 
the sandals are too casual or peach body mist 
too fruity. (Fruity is as fruity does, sister). In 
three weeks she'll call you up at the same hor-
rendous hour and wail, "We broke up!" 
Broke up? Good heavens, why? Because 
Mr. Shmoe doesn't want any attach-
ments cramping his style or 
because you realized 
that the boy next 
door bares a strik-
ing resemblance to 
Justin Timberlake? 
Or both? 
Either way, this all-
too-predictable end lies in 
wait for each of us who jump 
at the first notion of attraction. 
It depresses me, though, to see 
friend after friend of mine fall 
victim to the same pre-date ner- 
vous breakdown and emotional distress when 
it turns out that Prince Charming was better 
as a frog. The vast majority of relationships 
leave a sour aftertaste and lifelong insecuri-
ties but people still swoon over the first good-
looking face to cross their path. 
But why do people keep doing it? 
I'll tell you why: It's because the media re- 
volves around sex and we revolve around the 
media. They glorify love to an atrocity. If you 
don't have a "special someone," then you're a 
special no one. If you're not in love, there's 
something wrong with you. If you're not ex- 
periencing a warm and fuzzy right now, check 
your pulse. Every song, movie and 
sitcom is tainted with some roman-
tic twist. This incites 12-year-old 
Anna to mistake her friendship 
with recess playmate Ryan as 
"true love" and nine months 
later we have baby Brian. 
Movies give us 
nothing but the 54-
year-old million-
aire falling head 
over heels for 
some third world 
ghetto chick. The 
cover of Redbook 
is entitled, "10 
Ways to Make Him Moan" while GQ Maga-
zine endeavors to answer the "Why Men Sleep 
On The Couch" rhetorical question. If you're 
bombarded daily with all this sex/dating/rela-
tionship junk, it's going to become your focus 
as well. College students put it on the top of  
their "To Do" list (right below drink and sleep). 
Okay now, I don't mean to sound like the 
cynical old hag who sneaks around setting fire 
to neighbors' rose gardens on Valentines Day, 
but it's really irritating how people are so ab-
sorbed in relationships and dating. These 
things that should be but a periphery in our 
life, an activity to do when boredom sets in, is 
some sort of all encompassing obsession. And 
an unhealthy obsession, at that. 
But yes, even I have been attacked by the 
warm fuzzier. I, too, have swooned over a 
handsome face and witty disposition. Some-
times there's no escaping Cloud Nine's giddy 
delirium. And then you get burned. Again. And 
it hurts more and more each time. No, I'm not 
just calling the glass half empty; I'm examin-
ing the reality of it all. Frankly, I think the plea-
sure of love is painfully equivalent to that of 
sucking raw eggs. As I've observed time and 
time again, you're destined to break up sooner 
or later and the feelings of bitterness and re-
sentment are only suppressed when the next 
blue-eyed blonde rolls around. 
Obviously, if this happens to everyone at 
one point or another, the problem isn't the 
people, it's the situation—the whole dating or-
deal. As someone once told me, "Don't hate 
the players, hate the game." Good advice. 
Don't glorify love; be afraid. Be very afraid. 
Frankly, I think the 
pleasure of love is pain- 
fully equivalent to that of 
sucking raw eggs. 
Tech jobs offer unfair boon for some, others left behind 
RAYNA FLYE 
Staff Writer 
At one point, I thought the Internet 
was the best possible creation. Who 
wouldn't like free music and access to 
tons of useful (and even more useless) 
information right at your fingertips? 
However, I have quickly found that all 
this computer technology jazz is caus-
ing much angst. I am traumatized by the 
fact that technology is completely upending my world and my 
sense of justice! 
Justice? Yes, justice. I used to believe that hard work, ambi-
tion and a good work ethic (not to mention years of college) 
would be rewarded with a prosperous and rewarding career. 
That was justice. Working your tookus off and being rewarded. 
Not anymore. Dot-com and other computer jobs have com-
pletely changed the game with which I was nearly finished. 
Here I am, slaving away, thinking, "Kids who go to college 
get ahead. Kids who go to college don't have to go through the 
humiliation of living at home until they're 30. Kids who go to 
college make money." 
This is, of course, not to say that to work in the technologi-
cal world, college is not necessary. There is a fantastic com-
puter science program here. However, I have read too many 
stories about anti-social, unprofessional whippersnappers 
straight out of high school with no other skills that are raking 
in the cash, without any need to attend college. 
Some will say that my priorities are all out of whack—that 
college should be about gaining knowledge and self-discov-
ery, not a means to a financial end. I fully agree, but for some 
oddball reason, I don't want to have to stand at the counter in 
the job placement center and tell the clerk, "No, I don't have 
any experience with HTML, but I do know about the War of 
1812." I want a rewarding career, but I also want to get paid. 
It simply does not seem right that someone can point and 
click their way to becoming a millionaire while I work hard, 
and, if I'm lucky, maybe make one tenth of a million dollars a 
year. It's not fair! 
I thought my selection of a career in law would shelter me 
from the scourge of the technological world. But I honestly 
doubt it. By that time, I'll probably lose my job to some techie 
who picked up a course on "Internet rules and regulations" at 
the local vo-tech. Is there no justice in the world? 
The truly tragic part is that technology has flooded every 
career out there. To be successful, I would basically have to 
take courses that I have absolutely no interest in, just to supple-
ment my educational arsenal to get a decent job. And that's 
what it may come down to. 
In an ideal world, I would get a degree and find a job that is 
both personally rewarding and profitable. Unfortunately, how-
ever, neither of those two prospects seem to be bloody likely 
for me nowadays. 
It increasingly appears that I have only two real options: 
resign myself to the computer or revel in the fact I have gained 
knowledge, but without the financial reward. The game has 
changed. The career world is constantly becoming more laden 
with technology, and as any baby boomer would agree, you 
have to adapt and move on, screaming and kicking all the way. 
Where's your 
favorite 
obscure 
campus 
hang-out? 
   
"The big cage in the Arboretum 
that resembles a jungle gym." 
   
 
—Rhianon Wood- 
12-year-old Staff Member 
 
"The metaphorical 
sandcastle in the 
Thompson fountain." 
—Terry Cooney—
Former Beat Poet 
"Women's bathroom in 
the WSC basementw" 
Hey, Laaaadies!!! 
—George W. Bush— 
Womanizer 
 
"The trunks of faculty 
cars." 
 
—Ryan Mello—
Unorthodox Hitchhiker 
 
"Anywhere but my house." 
 
—Susan R. Pierce-
1980s Rock Star 
Pro f essor/e lebrity Look f 	 Dike 
Modern-day Montague/Capulet feud resolved! 
Bush changes views on gay rights and takes 
Gore's hand in a gesture of love. 
CLaSSiFied AdS 
Sept. 29, 12:23 p.m.: A student called Secu-
rity Sevices to report that a friend had stolen 
a fork from the SUB. Security and Tacoma 
Police responded immediately, and upon 
searching the suspect's room, found two 
forks, a knife, and a salt shaker belonging to 
Dining Services. The suspect was sentenced 
by the University to collect forks door-to-
door around campus for 40 days and 40 
nights. 
Oct. 1, 7:45 a.m.: Ken Hartford, Todd Hall 
R.A., was accused of counterfeiting dollar 
bills in an underground operation on cam-
pus. Authorities say that Hartford did an 
amazingly accurate job of re-creating the cur-
rency, except for the fact that he replaced 
George Washington's picture with his own. 
To the charges, Hartford replied, "But I am 
the reincarnation of George Washington." 
With that, he was handcuffed and thrown into 
a windowless white van. 
*wirer? 
Tie ore 
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	 Remember to Have Your Pets Nadered 	 Pineapple 
1\1 eVII 	 ait: 	 Ct,141, WrAPIq the wry Cg 
UPS students to protest Pet$mart for exploiting dog labor. Dogs 
currently paid through meager rations of kibble, threaten 
unionization. with help of activist students. 
In a joint protest over being excluded in the upcoming 
debates, Pat Buchanan performed 666 push-ups while 
singing "Russian. Lullaby," as Ralph Nader pouted in the 
corner and moaned, "No more nursery rhymes, Jerkface." 
For Sale: One couch in good condition, formerly used 
in public space, no longer portrays correct image. Must 
sell immediately! $6,000 obo. (This is a GREAT couch!) 
To express interest, call Suzy at 879-XXXX. 
Apartment for Rent: Previous owner can no longer pay 
rent (kept claiming "this is University property; you 
CAN'T evict me!"), furnished with desks, great view of 
Jones Circle, perfect for college student, close to cam-
pus. If interested, call Houston for a tour at 879-XXXX. 
Personal Ad: SWM seeking young, active mate. Love 
of glass blowing a must! Also must enjoy long walks 
on the beach and candlelight dinners. Call Dale and 
leave a message at (253)365-XXXX. 
-Ken Rousslang- 	
-Gene Wilder- 
Chemistry Professor 	 Surprised by the striking similarity 
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